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1. Introduction  

In recent years, mobile robots are expected to perform various tasks in general environments 
such as nuclear power plants, large factories, welfare care facilities and hospitals. However 
there are narrow spaces with vertical gaps made by two horizontal floors in such 
environments and it is difficult for general car-like vehicles to run around there. 
Generally, the mobile robots are required to have quick and efficient mobile function for 
effective task execution. The omni-directional mobility is useful for the tasks, especially in 
narrow spaces, because there is no holonomic constraint on its motion (Campion et al., 1996; 
Bicchi et al., 2003). Furthermore, the step overcoming function is necessary when the vehicle 
passes over the vertical gaps. Thus, in order to run around general environment, the vehicle 
needs to equip both of two functions. In related works, various types of omni-directional 
mobile systems are proposed (legged robots, ball-shaped wheel robots, crawler robots, and 
so on). The legged robot (Hardarson, 1997; Endo & Hirose, 1999) can move in all directions 
and passes over rough terrain. However, its energy efficiency is not so good because the 
mechanisms tend to be complicated and the robot needs to use its actuators in order to only 
maintain its posture. The robot with ball-shaped wheels can run in all directions (Wada & 
Asada, 1999), however, it cannot run on the rough grounds. The special crawler mechanism 
(Damoto & Hirose, 2002) is also proposed for the omni-directional mobile robot, however, 
which can climb over only small steps. Therefore, there is still a lack of well-adapted mobile 
system for both narrow spaces and step climbing operation. 
Therefore, we are developing a holonomic omni-directional vehicle with step-climbing 
ability. (Chugo et al., 2005) Our prototype has seven special wheels with actuators (Fig. 1) 
and a passive suspension system (Asama et al., 1995). (Fig. 2) The special wheel consists of 
twelve cylindrical free rollers and helps to generate omni-directional motion with suitable 
wheel arrangement and wheel control. The passive linkage mechanism ensures that the 
vehicle can pass over the step smoothly when the wheel contacts the step, changing the 
body configuration of the vehicle. No sensors and no additional actuators are required to 
pass over the non-flat ground. O
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Many mobile vehicles which have passive linkages have been developed. (Stone, 1996; 
Volpe, 1997; Kuroda, 1999; Lemon, 2004) Rocker-bogie suspension mechanism is a typical 
one. (Stone, 1996) For realizing high step-climbing performance, these vehicles have plural 
drive wheels and all drive wheels are grounded by the change of body configuration for 
increasing traction force. However, according to the mechanical design of passive linkages, 
the body configuration cannot fit the terrain surface and the drive wheels float from the 
ground. (Fig. 3) As a result, the wheels cannot transmit traction force and these actions 
disturb the mobile performance of the vehicle. 
Thus, in this paper, we propose a new design method of a passive linkage mechanism which 
ensures that all wheels are grounded for increasing the step-climbing performance of the 
vehicle. Our design method derives the position of the free joint point of linkages according 
to the shape of the obstacle which the vehicle passes over. Our key ideas are two topics. One 
topic is the assumption that the upward moment of the vehicle body which contacts the 
obstacle is required in order to pass over it with the stable posture. The other topic is the 
design method of the free joint point position for obtaining the upward moment. 
This paper is organized as follows: we discuss the stability condition of the vehicle during 
step climbing in section 2; we propose the new mechanical design scheme for a passive 
linkage mechanism in section 3; we show the results of experiments using our prototype in 
section 4; section 5 is conclusion of this paper. 

Figure 1. Our holonomic omni-directional vehicle with step-climbing ability 
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Figure 2. Special Wheels 

Figure 3. Off balance situation 

2. Stability Condition of Passive Linkages 

2.1 Stability Condition

When the vehicle passes over the step, moment forces are generated as shown in Fig. 4. 
Fig. 4 (a) shows the vehicle model as it runs over the step in forward direction and Fig. 4 (b) 
shows the model in backward direction. The parameters are as follows; 
•

1
l ,

2l : Distances between wheels 
• lm , bm : Mass of each body 

• lM , bM : Moment forces of the vehicle body ( lM  is the rocker part and the bogie part.) 
when the vehicle contacts the step in forward direction 

• ′
lM , ′

bM : Moment forces of each body in backward direction 
• r : Radius of wheel 
• g : Gravitational acceleration 

• α : Vertical angle of step (In this case, we assume a step and 2πα = .)
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•
1

μ ,
2

μ : Friction coefficients between the wheel and step/floor 

•
0f ,

1
f Reaction forces between the front wheel and step/floor 

•
0F ,

1F : Traction forces between the front wheel and step/floor 

•
2
f ,

3f : Reaction forces between the front wheel/middle wheel and floor 

•
2F ,

3F : Traction forces between the front wheel/middle wheel and floor 

•
4
F ,

4
f : Reaction forces between the rocker part of the body and the bogie part 

• lx , bx : Position of the centre of gravity 

(a) Forward direction 

(b) Backward direction 
Figure 4. Moment forces 
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For realizing high step-climbing performance, the following two conditions are required. 
• The traction force is enough for step climbing comparing with the mass of the body. 
• When the vehicle climbs the step, the moment force of the vehicle body is positive. 
If the vehicle does not have enough traction output for step climbing, the vehicle cannot 
pass over it. Therefore, the first condition is indispensability. 
The second condition is required for that the body configuration can change according to 
the terrain surface and all wheels can be grounded. If all wheels with actuator are not 
grounded, the vehicle cannot transmit the traction force. 
In this study, we assume that the vehicle has driving actuators with enough traction output 
and we discuss the second condition. Furthermore, for quick and efficient mobility 
performance, the vehicle should pass over the step in forward and backward direction. 
Therefore, we discuss the moment forces of both directions. 

2.2 Derivation of Moment Forces 

Now, we derive these moment forces. We set the position of free joint point as ( )
00 , yx  on 

the coordination in Fig. 4. When the vehicle contacts the α -degree step in forward 
direction, these equations are derived from the balance of forces. 

( ) 0cossin 4100 =−−− FFFf αα  (1) 

( ) gmfFf l=++ 400 sincos αα  (2) 

0324 =−− FFF  (3) 

0432 =−−+ fgmff b  (4) 

From the balance of moment forces on its body, equation (5) is derived. 

( ) ( ) ( ) 004024222 =++−−−−= yrFxlfxlgmlfM bbb  (5) 

When the vehicle climbs the step, the vehicle should have enough traction force to lift its 
own body. Therefore, the reaction force between the front wheel and ground is zero. 

011 == Ff  (6) 

We assume that the wheel transmits maximum power to the ground within the range of 
friction between the wheel and ground. 

010 fF μ= ,
222 fF μ= ,

323 fF μ=  (7) 

The moment force of rocker part of the body ( lM ) is derived as equation (8). 

( )( ) ( )
( )( )

010

00100

coscossin

sincossin

yrf
xxgmxlrfFM lll

+−−
+−+++=

ααμα
ααα

 (8) 

From equation (1) to (8), we can derive the equation (9) and (10). 
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( )( ) ( )
( )( )

010

00110

coscossin

sinsincos

yrf
xxgmxlrfM lll

+−−
+−+++=

ααμα
ααμα

 (9) 

( )
( ) ( )αμαμαμα

μ
sincoscossin 121

2

0 ++−
+= gmmf bl  (10) 

From equation (9) and (10), the moment force when the vehicle passes over the step 
( 2πα = ) in forward direction are expressed as equation (11). From this equation, the 

moment force lM  is function of free joint point position ( )
00 , yx .

( ){ } ( )
( )( ) ( ){ } gxmlrmm

ymmxmmm

M llbl

bllbl

l
21

21121

02021

1

1

2

μμ
μμμμ

μμμ

+
−−+++

+−−+

=  (11) 

Similarly, when the vehicle passes over the step in backward direction, the moment force 
′
bM  is derived as equation (12). The moment force ′

bM  is derived from the position of free 

joint point ( )
00 , yx  as lM .

( ){ } ( )
( )( ) ( ){ } gxmlrmm

ymmxmmm

M bbbl

blbbl

b
21

21221

02021

1

1
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μμμ

+
−−+++

+−−+−

=′  (12) 

From these equations, it is required to design the position of free joint point ( )
00 , yx  for 

increasing the step-climbing performance of the vehicle. 

3. Design of Passive Linkages 

3.1 Free Joint Position 

In this section, we design the proposed passive linkage mechanism.  For increasing mobile 
performance on the step, the moment force which applies to the vehicle body should be 
positive.  From equation (11) and (12), the moment force when the vehicle passes over the 
step is led by only the position of free joint point.  Thus, we design the free joint point 
position so that the moment force is positive when the vehicle climbs the step. 
Fig. 5 shows the moment force when the vehicle contacts the step. In Fig. 5, (a) shows the 
moment force based on 

0x  as a variable and (b) is based on 
0y . lM  is the moment force 

which is applied on the vehicle body when the vehicle passes over the step in forward 

direction. On the other hand, ′
bM  is the moment force when the vehicle passes over it in 

backward direction. The parameters of the vehicle are chosen from the prototype vehicle 
model as shown in Table 1. The friction coefficients between the wheel and the floor are set 
as

1
μ =

2
μ =0.3 or 

1
μ =

2
μ =0.5. The former assumes a linoleum floor and the latter assumes 

a skidding on the floor. 
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(a) Case1: 
0x  is variable 

(b) Case2: 
0y  is variable 

Figure 5. Moment Forces when the Vehicle Climbs the Step 

 Rocker-Part Bogie-Part 
Friction coefficient (

1μ ,
2μ ) 0.5 or 0.3 

Body Weight (
lm ,

bm ) 13(kg) include Payload 14(kg) 
Wheel Diameter ( r ) 0.132(m) 
Distance between wheels (

1l ,
2
l ) 0.255(m) 0.215(m) 

Center-of-gravity position ( lx , bx ) 0.128(m) 0.108(m) 

Table 1. Vehicle Parameters 
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From Fig. 5, the position of free joint point ( )
00 , yx  should meet the following requirements. 

•
0x  should be smaller than 0.15[m] and larger than -0.1[m]. (In the range of the arrow.) 

•
0y  should be as smaller than 0.05[m]. (However, there is danger of conflict between 

the vehicle body and ground if 
0y  is too small.) 

From two conditions, we set the free joint point as equation (13). 

000 == yx  (13) 

We propose new passive linkage mechanism as shown in Fig. 6 (b). Fig. 6 (a) is an old 
prototype which has rocker-bogie suspension mechanism. 

(a) Rocker-bogie Model                                    (b) Proposed Model 
O is the position of a free joint point of passive linkages. 

Figure 6. Passive Linkage Mechanism 

3.2 Computer Simulations 

We verify the effectiveness of our proposed design on passive linkage mechanism. In this 
simulation, the vehicle model passes over the step in forward direction at 0.25[m/s] and we 
measure the moment force which is applied on the body when the vehicle contacts the step. 
We compare the result of proposed mechanism with the result of rocker-bogie mechanism. 
As initial conditions, simulation parameters of test vehicle model are chosen from our 
prototype model. Parameters are shown in table 1. 
As the results of the simulation, the moment forces on the proposed mechanism are positive 
and all wheels are grounded during step-climbing. On the other hand, the moment forces on 
the rocker-bogie suspension mechanism are negative and during step-climbing, the middle 
wheel floats from the terrain surface. Furthermore, the step-climbing performance of the 
vehicle with our proposed mechanism is improved. From these results, our design for 
passive linkage mechanism is useful for increasing the mobile performance. 
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 Rocker-Bogie model Proposed model 
Height (mm) Results Moment Force  (N-m) Results Moment Force (N-m) 

40 Success1 -0.006 Success1 0.037 
60 Success2 -0.105 Success1 0.059 
80 Success2 -0.111 Success1 0.105 

100 Failure -0.129 Success1 0.105 
150 Failure -0.129 Success1 0.105 

Success1: Success in step-climbin; 
Success2: Success, but the middle wheel is not grounded. 
Failure: Failure in step-climbing 

Table 2. Simulation Results 

4. Experiments 

4.1 Prototype

Fig. 7 shows our prototype vehicle system (Chugo et al., 2005). The vehicle has seven wheels 
and each wheel is connected to a single DC motor. The size of prototype vehicle is 
750[mm](Length) x 540[mm](Width) x 520[mm](Height) and its weight is 22[kg] including 
batteries. Detailed parameters are shown in Table 1. 
The mobile mechanism consists of seven special wheels with free rollers and a passive 
linkage system. The free joint point of passive linkage mechanism is changeable. The special 
wheel (Fig. 2) realizes to generate the omni-directional motion using plural wheels arranged 
in the different direction and suitable wheel control (Ichikawa, 1995). 
In this experiment, we change the free joint point position of passive linkage as Fig. 8. Fig. 8 
(a) is rocker-bogie mode and Fig.8 (b) is our proposed mode. 

(1) and (2) are passive joints, (3) is motored wheel and 
 (4) is control computer system (CPU and I/O card). 

Figure 7. Our Prototype 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Our prototype vehicle drives all wheels and has redundant actuations. Therefore, the 
vehicle system calculates from its reference speed to the actuator velocity commands based 
on its kinematic model using control computer system on its body (Chugo et.al., 2007). 

(a) Rocker-bogie Mode                                         (b) Proposed Mode 
Figure 8. Prototypes with Each Passive Linkage Mechanism 

4.2 Experiments 

In this experiment, the test vehicle passes over the 60[mm]-height step in forward direction 
at 0.25[m/s] and we verify the tracks of wheels. We compare the result of proposed 
mechanism with one of the rocker-bogie suspension mechanism. In both cases, PID based 
controller for traction control is employed. 
Fig. 9 shows the tracks of free joint point of the vehicle during step climbing. Tracks are 
plotted at every 0.3[sec]. The vehicle with our proposed mechanism can pass over the step 
more smoothly as shown in Fig. 9. In this experiments, the vehicle with rocker-bogie 
suspension mechanism floats the middle wheel for 2.8[sec] as Fig. 10. On the other hand, the 
vehicle with our proposed passive linkage mechanism floats the middle wheel for 0.6[sec]. 

(a) Rocker-bogie Model                              (b) Proposed Model 
Figure 9. Experimental Results 
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Figure 10. Tracks of Free Joint Point 

As the result, the vehicle with proposed mechanism can pass over the 128[mm]-height step 
maximum. The vehicle with rocker-bogie suspension mechanism can climb up only 60[mm]-
height step. From these results, we verify that our mechanism design is effective for 
increasing the mobile performance of the vehicle. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed the mechanical design for passive linkages. We discuss the 
moment force which is applied on the vehicle body when the vehicle contacts the step and 
we derive the moment force using the position of free joint point. From the derivation, we 
design new passive linkage mechanism and utilize it to our prototype. 
We verified the effectiveness of our proposed design on passive linkages by computer 
simulations and experiments. Utilizing our proposed mechanical design on the prototype, 
the moment force becomes positive, all wheels are grounded and step-climbing ability 
increases. From these results, our proposed mechanical design for passive linkages 
improves the mobile performance.
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